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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

In 1830 an official associated with the construction of the Delaware Canal described 
the canal as it was originally built. In his 1830 report he wrote:

This description of the appearance of the Delaware Canal is taken from the 1974 
National Register nomination form. The form was prepared by Mr. C. P. Yoder, the 
author of Delaware Canal Journal, A Definitive History of the Canal and the River 
Valley Through Which it_ Flows.

On this Division (of the Pennsylvania Canal) the width of the canal at bottom 
is 25 feet, at top water line, 40 feet, and its depth of water is 5 feet. In 
its course there are 23 lift locks, ranging from 6 to 10 feet lift, also 2 outlet 
and 2 guard locks. The Canal and locks are arranged for boats of 67 tons burden. 
Eighteen lock keepers are necessary in this division.

The lift locks are 11 feet wide and 95 feet long, clear in the chamber. They 
are constructed of rubble masonry layed in cement on timber bottoms with longi 
tudinal sills and upright posts with planks spiked to the timbers. The tide 
lock at Bristol, guard lock at Easton, and the outlet lock into the Delaware 
River from the pool at Easton are 22 feet wide by 100 feet long, clear in the 
chamber. The guard lock at New Hope is 18 feet wide by 100 feet long and affords 
a communication with the Delaware River.

Nine aqueducts, the shortest 25 feet, the longest 178 feet between abutments. 
The abutments and piers are of rubble masonry, the superstructure of wood 
trunks 20 feet wide, towpath bridge forming part of the superstructure. Twenty 
culverts, rubble masonry layed in cement. Nineteen waste weirs with slide gates, 
woodwork with protective masonry. Sixteen lock houses built. Tide basin of 5% 
acres constructed in the Delaware and the pier at Bristol nearly finished. Forty- 
seven Roas bridges, stone abutements, superstructures of wood. Forty-nine bridges, 
three turnpike and three footbridges.

With a number of important exceptions the above report summarizes the status of the 
canal during the historic period. Various exceptions are:

The narrow 11 foot locks of the Delaware Canal were a source of irritation to 
the operators of the Lehigh Canal where the locks were 22 feet wide. As various 
locks deteriorated, the legislature was persuaded to authorize improvements. In 
1852, the two locks, numbers 22 and 23, at Ground Hog, were replaced by a single 
lock 22 feet wide with a lift of 17.3 feet, the highest of the canal. The same 
year the four locks at New Hope were rebuilt and enlarged to 22 feet.
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Prior to the first decades of the 19th century the major means of transportation in 
the United States were natural waterways, crude roads, and simple trails. Until the 
1820 's, the lack of economic transportation means in an east-west direction hindered 
the settlement of the western territories. In 1817, New York's DeWitt Clinton con 
ceived the idea of building a canal from the Hudson River at Albany to Lake Erie at 
Buffalo. The purpose of the Erie Canal was to make New York City the commercial 
center for manufactured goods moving west and agricultural products coming east. 
Started in 1817, and completed to Buffalo in 1825, the canal was an immediate 
success. Other States noted New York's achievement and moved rapidly to copy its 
example. Among them was Pennsylvania. The State's fathers recognized the Erie 
Canal's potential and became anxious to preserve Philadelphia's position as a leading 
Atlantic seaport. In addition, they desired to build Pennsylvania's infrastructure 
which would promote the internal development of the State's industrial and agri 
cultural potential. Between 1826 and 1834, Pennsylvania built a system of canals 
and portages from Philadelphia to Pittsburg. By 1842, the State had constructed 
approximately 1,200 miles of canals at a cost of some $53,000,000, a very large 
capital investment for the period. Among these canals was the Delaware Division of 
the Pennsylvania Canal, or, as it was simply called, the Delaware Canal. The 
significance of the Delaware Canal was that it opened up the coal riches of the 
Lehigh Valley to markets in Pennsylvania and New York.

The Delaware Canal

In 1791, anthracite coal was discovered in Pennsylvania's Lehigh Valley, but it 
was not until 1818 that a company was formed to exploit the new natural resource. 
In that year an entrepreneur named Josiah White formed the Lehigh Coal and Naviga 
tion Company. In 1822 the company received a State charter granting it coal mining v 
rights and, in addition, sole control of the Lehigh River to transport coal. At 
first White employed arks to transport his coal from a point on the Lehigh called 
Mauch Chunk down the Lehigh to the Delaware and then down the Delaware to 
Philadelphia. However, the arks were unsatisfactory carriers. They could not carry 
coal in quantity and they were dependent on freshets in the rivers. As soon as the 
Erie Canal was built Pennsylvania officials and politicians recognized the po 
tential of the new means of transportation. They immediately began promoting the 
construction of canals from the Lehigh Valley coal mines to the eastern urban 
centers.
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During the historic period, 1831-1931, normal deterioration and expecially floods 
damaged the original canal structures necessitating repairs and reconstruction. 
Nevertheless, none of the work performed during these years significantly changed 
or altered the original canal.

Since 1931, a number of changes have taken place. Among the more important are:

1. The elimination of the last 3/4 mile of the canal as well as the tide 
basin and docks at Bristol.

2. The construction of several new acqueducts.

3. The stabilization and reconstruction of several locks.

4. The construction of several culverts at various points on the canal,
the most important being a culvert that carries the canal under a shopping 
center parking lot in the Bristol area.

With these major exceptions the canal remains today much as it was in the historic 
period. Although changes have taken place in the canal since 1931, when viewed in 
its entirety the Delaware Canal possesses integrity.

Throughout almost all its length the Delaware Canal runs alongside the Delaware 
River in what local literature designates "the scenic and historic Delaware Valley." 
From Easton to Bristol the Pennsylvania side of the Delaware Valley is predominately 
a rural environment. In addition to the Delaware Canal the area contains numerous 
historic properties, among them the site of Washington's famous crossing of the 
Delaware. Historic buildings range from inns and taverns to homes and grist mills. 
Many of these historic resources in turn are today located near the Delaware Canal 
within the boundaries of the proposed Delaware Canal national historic landmark. 
In addition to the canal itself with its attendant locks, aqueducts, camel back 
bridges, and the like, the following structures are part of the proposed landmark. 
All are closely associated with the history of the Delaware Canal.

1. Hydroelectric plant at Raubsville adjacent to locks no. 22-23.
2. Lock tender's house, Narrowsville lock no 20.
3. Narrows Hotel (today called Indian Rock Inn), about one mile below 

Narrowsville lock no. 20.
4. General store, Upper Black Eddy, on tow path just south of camel back bridge.
5. Uhlertown. All the buildings in this small village are associated with 

the canal. The major structures are: 1832 covered bridge, the school and 
Redmen's lodge (today a residence), the general store (today a residence), 
the Uhlertown Inn (today a residence), the Uhlertown hall (today a residence),
the lock keeper's house, the home of Michael Uhler built in 1854 and still a 
private residence.
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6. Lock keeper's house at Smithtown adjacent to lock no. 15-16.
7. Mountainside Restaurant, Point Pleasant, locks no. 13 and 14.
8. Lock keeper's house, New Hope, lock no. 11.
9. Lock keeper's house, New Hope, lock no. 10.

10. Chez Odette, New Hope, at lock no. 8.
11. Yardley Mill, Yardley and Buck Creek aqueduct.
12. Lock houses located at: Ground Hog lock, no. 22-23; Lodi lock, no. 19; 

	Smithtown lock, no. 15-16; and Yardley lock, no. 15.

All other structures included within the boundary of the proposed Delaware Canal 
national historic landmark do not contribute to the national significance of the 
landmark.

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania constructed and operated the Delaware Canal from 
1827 to 1858. In 1858, the Sunbury and Erie Railroad purchased the canal from the 
State. In the same year the railroad sold the canal to the Delaware Canal Division 
Canal Company, a subsidiary of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company. The Lehigh 
Coal and Navigation Company owned and operated the canal throughout the remaining 
years of its existence as a commercial canal. On October 9,]931, the Delaware Canal 
was returned to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The canal and adjacent property 
were designated Roosevelt State Park in remembrance of Theodore Roosevelt's con 
tributions to conservation. Today the Delaware Canal is an historic and recrea 
tional area of the Pennsylvania State Park System. Thanks to heavy visitation 
(2.35 million visitors in 1975) the canal is very well maintained and is an 
important Delaware Valley historic resource.
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On April 9, 1827, the Pennsylvania legislature passed a bill authorizing the con 
struction of the Delaware Division of the Pennsylvania Canal. The canal would run 
from Easton to Bristol, a distance of approximately 60 miles. At Bristol the canal 
boats would either continue on down the Delaware to Philadelphia or transfer to the 
Delaware and Raritan Canal for the trip to New York City.

Construction of the Delaware Canal began in October 1827. However, it was not 
until 1832 that the first boats passed through the entire canal from Easton to 
Bristol and it was not until the 1834 season that fully loaded boats were able to 
use the canal. The major reason for the long construction period was that in the 
beginning much of the work was performed by local farmers and craftsmen who were 
not experienced canal builders. Their mistakes were numerous and much of the work, 
such as rebuilding the acqueducts, had to be repeated.

For 100 years, from 1831 to 1931, boats plied the Delaware Canal. Ninety percent 
of the cargo during this century of commercial operation consisted of coal, while 
the other 10 percent was made up of grain, lumber, limestone, iron and iron ore, 
and general merchandise for the small communities along the canal. The canal's 
most active period was from the 1830's to the 1860's, when the railroads became 
the dominent means of transportation in the United States (e.g., in 1890, approxi 
mately 356,000 tons of coal was shipped down the Delaware Canal from Mauch Chunk 
whereas the railroad carried 4,973,000 tons from the same source; in 1911 the 
tonnage was 321,000 by canal and 8,884,000 by rail). 1

The canal's single most active year was 1866 when 792,000 tons of coal passed the 
guard lock at Easton on the way south. During its commercial existance, the 
Delaware Canal transported 33,000,000 tons of coal and some 6,000,000 tons of 
miscellaneous cargo.

Economically the major importance of the Delaware Canal was that it provided a 
means for cheaply transporting anthracite coal. The uses of anthracite, or stone 
coal as it was commonly called, began in the 1820's with the development of heating 
stoves in which the coal could be burned. The use of anthracite coal for heating 
grew rapidly and provided a demand for all the coal the Lehigh Valley mines could 
produce. Another important use for the anthracite came from the iron and steel 
industry. In 1838, an English smelter expert named David Thomas built an experi 
mental furnace at Mauch Chunk for smelting iron with anthracite coal. The experi 
ment was a success. Anthracite quickly replaced wood as the primary fuel for iron

Y. C. P. Yoder, Delaware Canal Journal, (Bethlehem, 1972), p. 241.
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furnaces and provided another source of demand for the coal transported down the 
Delaware Canal. At a canal community called Durham Furnace, which was a location 
for iron furnaces, a new plant was constructed in 1848 using anthracite. It con 
tinued in operation until 1908. The Delaware Canal as well as other canals in the 
area provided an economic means for transporting anthracite coal and thus played a 
significant role in the development and exploitation of this important natural 
resource.

The Delaware Canal also stimulated the local economies located along its route. 
Easton, which was located at the junction of three canals, the Lehigh, Morris, and 
Delaware Canals, became a transportation center. Along the canal all the communities 
between Easton and Bristol enjoyed prosperity. Durham Furnace, Uhlerville, and New 
Hope were among the more important. Bristol at the end of the canal also shared in 
the general economic stimulus the canal provided. A significant segment of the 
local population found employment as canal boatmen, as workers in the various boat 
yards, and as suppliers of goods and services to the people associated with the 
canal. The Delaware Canal thus had a multiplier effect on the economy of the 
area and with agriculture and industry it became an important factor in the 
regional economy.

From the standpoint of a civil engineering achievement the Delaware Canal did not 
represent an innovation or technological breakthrough in canal building. The canal 
itself and its attendant structures and mechanisms utilized standard canal technology 
of the period. When originally constructed, the prisim of the Delaware Canal measured 
40 feet across at the top, 20 feet at the bottom, with a 5 foot depth of water. 
There were 24 locks of the lift, guard, outlet, and tide variety and one weigh lock. 
The typical lock was 95 feet long and 11 feet wide with a lift of from 6 feet to 
10 feet. In the mid-1850's a number of locks were rebuilt to a width of 22 feet. 
These were double locks which allowed two boats to lock through simultaneously. At 
the ends of each lock two conventional miter gates were built. When the double 
locks were constructed, drop or fall gates were installed in these locks. 
Originally nine aqueducts were built on the canal. They were all for the purpose 
of crossing streams and they ranged in length from 25 feet to 178 feet. In 
addition, 20 culverts, 19 waste weirs, and numerous overflows were constructed. 
When completed in 1832, the Delaware Canal represented an engineering accomplish 
ment which technologically corresponded to other canals of the canal building era.

The economic and engineering significance of the Delaware Canal is secondary to
its significance as an illustration of the canal era in the history of transportation
in the United States. Whereas over the course of time, most of the 19th century
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canals have disappeared, the Delaware Canal remains intact for all but two to three 
miles of its original sixty mile length. Between 1817 and the Civil War approxi 
mately 18 major canals were constructed in the United States. Sections of many 
of these canals are still extant, but all of them except the Delaware Canal have 
long ago disappeared. The Delaware Canal retains most of its integrity. It con 
tains water from Easton to Bristol; i.e., throughout most of its original length. 
Almost all of the locks, aqueducts, overflows, and the like are still extant as 
well as numerous historic properties associated with the canal such as gatekeeper 
houses and camel back bridges. Perhaps above all, the general historic rural 
environment of the canal era retains integrity save for a ten mile industrial- 
suburban section in the Bristol area. The primary significance of the Delaware 
Canal as an illustration of the canal era in the history of transportation in the 
United States is the integrity of the canal itself and the ambience of its 
environment. On no other canal in the United States can one walk its towpath 
through a setting that is as little changed from the historic period as is the 
Delaware Canal.


